
Randy Grant
3410 Winder Drive, Bridgewater, NJ 08807

908-393-2075
methermeneus@gmail.com

OBJECTIVE
Currently seeking employment or freelance work, preferably in translation, writing, or low-level
technical fields, although I am open to a wide range of experiences and quick to pick up on new
ideas and systems.

SKILLS
Detail-oriented, good with math, excellent writing and editing skills. Familiar with the MARC1
bibliographic format and Library of Congress subject headings. Proficiency with Microsoft Office
Suite, LATEX, HTML4, XHTML, PHP, JavaScript. Extremely patient with customer relations and
employee relations issues. Quick to learn new systems, able to work efficiently and independently.
Highly experienced in educating others in an informal environment.

LANGUAGES SPOKEN OR READ
French, German, Classical and Koine Greek, modern Hebrew, Imperial Aramaic, Classical Latin
Please email me for a translation portfolio or to request a test on any specific language.

WORK EXPERIENCE
2006–10 Manager Rutgers University Dining Services, New Brunswick, NJ

Reported to Student Unit Manager. Responsible for training, scheduling, and
supervising dining hall workers, and opening and closing customer areas.
Performed additional tasks as required including customer service/cashier, food
preparation, line cook, dishwashing, running stock. Promoted six times over four
years with excellent performance reviews. Acknowledged as Worker of the Week,
Captain of the Month, Manager of the Month multiple times.

2008 Library Assistant Rutgers University, Alexander Library, New Brunswick, NJ

Reported to Shipping and Receiving Coordinator. Responsible for shipping and
tracking books through multiple delivery services.

2007 Station Attendant KDF Enterprises, Country Club Sunoco, Bridgewater, NJ

Reported to owners. Responsible for dispensing gasoline, point of sale, assisting
with minor automobile repairs, checking identification for tobacco sales, inventory,
and closing countout of the register and shutdown of facilities. Regularly the only
person on premises.
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2005–6 Baker’s Assistant Adamsville Bakery, Bridgewater, NJ

Reported to owners. Responsible for opening the kitchen, baking the day’s stock,
assisted in pastry making and decoration, cleaning, point of sale, and taking orders.

2002–4 Bookseller Barnes & Noble, Bridgewater, NJ

Reported to store manager. Assisted customers with finding and ordering books;
received, organized, and shelved books; maintainted inventory system. Responsible
for opening and closing café area and point of sale.

2001–3 Cook Volume Services America, Bridgewater, NJ

Reported to General Manager. Cooked food both for later sale and short-order,
kept strict inventory, responsible for point of sale, end of day countout, opening
and closing facilities, cleaning, and responsible for alcohol sales and checking
identification.

EDUCATION

2006–10 Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey New Brunswick, NJ

Classics major, Linguistics minor
Twenty years of informal education in a wide variety of subjects.

OTHER EXPERIENCE
Extensive knowledge base in subject areas including physics; history; biology; environmental and
computer sciences; theology; linguistics; and in the literary, culinary, and visual arts.


